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The American Era and the World: The Ideals of Freedom  

and Democracy 

By Catherine Stella Schmidt                                             August 2010  

   

At the center of all those controversial theories and outlooks 

that profess the ‘Post American World’, those theories which 

have their ideological agenda upon the fragmented World; a 

chaotic situation in which Democracy would fade as tyranny will 

take over the International system and preside, exist only the 

Political-Masochism.  

 

It would not take a long way, but solely a few facts can nullify 

all those theories which presage ‘The Post American Era’, as the 

reality of the globe proves, explicitly, otherwise.  

 

In the last few decades a number of theorists exhausted by 

status quo of the global systems, have tried to fabricate a 

globe with differentiated pillars and tone, a world of 

alternated structures; a World that gives away the leading role 

to the new structures of unknown; a doctrine which equalizes  

the darkness and the forces of lights at its central thoughts; 

Multipolarizing the planet to the various directions of the 

obscure and desolate path.  

 

In the political lab, though this means an exotic experiment 

with the unknown, in reality yet this attempt will be with a 

high cost, Humanity and its values-- similar to the creation  

of Frankenstein.  

 

What are we doing?.....Really! 

Are we so much at the Suicidal Point that any attempt— be it to 

create an Abysmal World or the Macabre would not matter anymore? 

 

 
http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/CommunityPosts/tabid/809/Post

ID/1719/language/en-US/Default.aspx 
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Although to an ample degree the prospect of changing global 

society is affirmable, as people in every Country and Region are 

becoming more educated. And although the rise of some Nations 

visibly is on the horizon, but the possibility of  shifting the 

Leading role to the unknown and the emergence  

of ‘The Post-American Era’ seems to be simply a delusion; a set 

of suppositions that do not exist in reality.  

 

Now please let me invite you to the Empirical Court, echoed with 

the compelling evidence in two volumes of discourse.  

 

The starting point for these arguments goes to the first crucial 

points. 

         The Political and Philosophical foundation of the World  

and the Human Society: 

  The Concept of Freedom, Liberty and Democracy  

 

According to the global statistic survey, more than a 95% of the 

World wants to have Freedom and Democracy like that in the 

United States.  

 

In the history of mankind, as of today and in the centuries to 

come, the United States maintains the greatest authentic model 

of Liberty, Freedom and Democracy-- the one which has its roots 

in the European Political Ideals and the Philosophical thoughts;  

those of which were created……. evolved during the centuries, 

from the time of the Greek Civilization……..the Hellenistic era 

onwards. 

  

The United States political architecture exclusively aims at 

implementing all those Philosophical Ideas, not only in its 

internal affairs but also in its International intercourse and 

in forming alliance.  

 

 

http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/CommunityPosts/tabid/809/Post

ID/1719/language/en-US/Default.aspx 
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What the World perhaps doesn’t know as yet, is, in every element 

of its Global intervention all the U.S acted upon has been the 

policy of implementing the Concept of Freedom from Voltaire, 

Rousseau, Hegel, Kant and so many other great Philosophers who 

strived to establish the essence of Human Rights and Freedom. 

 

The U.S only aimed to materialize a Multicultural World in which 

all Nations could live and work together regardless of their 

race and colour, ethnicity and culture, religion and belief-- 

just as the way the American Nation was established in the 18
th
 

century. 

 

And what the World as yet, unfortunately, has been kept in 

darkness about, is, the good will of America towards the World: 

towards every Regions……..Nations…….and Peoples.  

One of the most fascinating points about the Americans is their 

love for Humanity and Global Fraternity. 

 

Despite all propagandas of tyrannical governments, in its every 

political or military intervention, the U.S only took measures 

to liberate the people from the shackles of authoritarian 

systems. 

 

The U.S only wanted to initiate and build a World that Freedom, 

Democracy, Humanity and Global Unity among the Nations will 

reign.  

 

Certainly history can take the scholars to the witnessing tour; 

to all the locations and the period, when and where, the United 

States intervened.   

 

What all those regions had in common were:  

the Authoritarian regimes, Dictatorships, and a/the 

Nations in chains. 

 

http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/CommunityPosts/tabid/809/Post

ID/1719/language/en-US/Default.aspx 
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Now let’s turn the discourse to, What is that ‘New World of 

European Idealistic Edifice’ called: 

             The United States of America 

 

What is its Philosophical architecture and why it had such a 

griping effect, on the World’s mind? And Why the American Era 

which means ‘Democracy and Freedom’ shall never end. 

 

For these questions one has to go further and discover what is 

behind the U.S Global-Courting; and why the U.S is everywhere, 

nearly Partout?  

N...ah! 

 

To know the United States and its Foreign Policy one has to 

learn about the American Culture and society first.  

One has to read the Two Volumes of Alexis de Tocqueville titled:  

      

        Democracy in America 

 

And one has to learn and get a glimpse of why this great French 

Philosopher and Statesman left his position and moved to United 

States in order to learn and discover the New World’s Democracy 

and write about it. 

One has to know also why the other great French Politician and a 

Military man ‘General la Fayette’ believed so much in the United 

States, fought for it, and at the end wanted the U.S flag to fly 

next to his resting place in the heart of la France.  

 

And one has to learn about the American people.   

For Americans, stepping aside and letting other Nations diminish 

into darkness and stagnation of imprisonment can not be 

justified by any International Norms or Treaties. And that has 

been the cardinal concept behind the American Foreign Policy. 

 

 

http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/CommunityPosts/tabid/809/Post
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And even if, in any of the situations, the U.S government would 

have strategized to stay without deployments-- the American 

people would have taken their bag packs and move to the crisis 

zone to help and to intervene.  

  

This is rather a sensitive issue, since, unfortunately, a large 

number of people in the World misunderstood it.  

 

But the Americans-- Civilians and Politicians both, believe 

that to help……and liberate other Nations, who are 

suppressed under the despotic rulers, is a Moral Obligation, 

not a Foreign Policy neither a conquest nor a matter related 

to the National interest. 

 

 

In fact, the only country in the world that has a zero National 

interest-- is the United States. The U.S knows well that in any 

deployments or interventions, it could make some enemies-- as it 

stands on its Philosophical values, disregarding the diplomatic 

formats and even sacrificing its own National security and 

interests, in order to save others. 

 

For Americans who are enjoying the fullness of Freedom in their 

Land, letting other Nations to be remained, helplessly, in a 

political shackles and afflictions is neither comprehendible nor 

to accept. And that is the very reason for the U.S intervention 

in various parts of the World.  

 

Here I ought to go deeper and proclaim, 

contrary to what has been interpreted by most subjective media 

and promulgated by many authoritarian regimes, the U.S has never 

implemented any acts upon its National Interest, Territorial 

Expansion or its Political Ambition and Avidity.  

 

 

http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/CommunityPosts/tabid/809/Post
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Many people might think that the Middle-East scores as the most 

religious region in the World. Nevertheless in light of my two 

decades of research and to my own surprise, I found that America 

a Nations imbued profoundly with every element of Christianity 

and its principles, in a positive way, is the most religious 

one.  

 

For Americans Christianity is not simply to learn the 

theological elements from the Bible, but to practice and bring 

into reality the idea of: Love your neighbors and  

friends, provide them the gift of joy and blessing that you 

have.  

Americans take these words very seriously by bringing them into 

their personal space and to their every political mandates. 

 

And with that the U.S only exerts with the Political Ideals of 

Humanity-- in order to help the other Nations to move towards 

Freedom and Democracy and have a better society in which the 

people of that Region or Land be entitled to every aspect of 

Human Rights and Dignity. 

  

The United States sees the World as of one entity the society of 

mankind regardless of their originality, religion, language and 

geographical affinity. The U.S sees the Humanity above all and 

above every aspect of International protocols and Treaties and 

thus takes its measures upon it. 

 

To learn about the U.S and the World, and to be enlightened by 

the reality of the Globe and by the authentic spectra, one has 

to turn away from the platform where the despotic governments 

and some light-headed media translate the World situation into 

the form which could only justify their existence.  

 

 

 

http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/CommunityPosts/tabid/809/Post
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One has to see, not the theatrical site of the global issues, 

but the detailed reality caused and remained behind every 

turbulence of it.  

 

Indeed—up to now, and for many centuries to come, it will be only with the 

United States Leadership and presence that the tyranny and the forces of 

darkness will not dare to exist. 

 

For finalizing this discourse please come with me to attain the 

thought-provoking climax yet. 

 

From every angle of Philosophical thoughts,  

the Freedom and Liberty in the United States has achieved the 

heights of its kind; with the meritorious Democracy which 

remains to be a dream for many Nations and the peoples of the 

World.  

 

Today, in the 21
st
 century, which Nations or peoples would want 

to replace this model with the political structure of those 

newly developing countries or the new rising power? 

 

In this highly equipped century with education, knowledge and 

technology, who could convince the Scholars and the ordinary 

Citizens to alternate the authenticated form of resplendent 

Democracy, personified by the United States, to the gloomy 

landscape of a despotic system? 

 

 

               So is …….. Das muss sein ………... 

As long as the Ideal of Liberty and Democracy stay at the heart 

of our World and even gain momentum at each turning point of 

political upheaval; and as long as its attractiveness and 

superiority hold the key to the International Prosperity, Peace 

and Humanity .....so will the United States.  

 

 

http://www.europesworld.org/NewEnglish/Home_old/CommunityPosts/tabid/809/Post
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